HALLWAY SETS
Create an Active Learning
Environment Schoolwide
ABL Sensory Hallway Sets are one
of the most cost effective and
efficient ways to impact every child
through movement. Action Based
Learning in the hallway allows
movement strategies to be
practiced daily, and reach more
students schoolwide. Each
set allows plenty of options to get
creative and design a fun and
active learning environment.

100+ PEEL N STICK
100+ Commercial grade decals per set
designed to withstand high traffic!

FLOORS & WALLS
Unlimited arrangements on floors,
walls, cabinets, & classroom boards!

CUSTOM PATHS
Customize the ABL Sensory path to
fit all spaces, and all grade levels!

Unlimited Paths. Unlimited Creativity.
Hallway sets are designed to give educators the freedom to create their
own paths throughout the school. Keep in mind, not all stickers have to be used in the
same area! Stickers can be placed on walls, cabinets, and classroom boards!
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Our Sets
Each set allows plenty of options for moving through
the 12 Foundations and many more elements to be
creative and create a fun learning environment.

Each set includes jumbo stickers up to 11inches

ABC Pathways Hallway Set

Tropics Adventure Hallway Set

Mindfulness Hallway Set

Creative Hallway Set

Nature Hallway Set

Movement and Fitness Hallway Set

To place an order please email:
Orders@kidsfit.com

Model #456

ABC Pathways Hallway Path
What will your student be wokring on?

6 Basic Emotions
As seen in the ABL Lab manual (Foundation
#12-Self-Awareness) This is a fun game,
when the student hops on the emotion, they
can say something that makes them feel that
way, or as a way to gauge how each student
is feeling that day, have them hop on one first
thing in the morning!

ABC Pathways x 1
The ABC Pathways tool is used to facilitate the
learning symbols representing letters and
numbers Students can trace these symbols
using locomotor movements to help visualize
letters and numbers kinesthetically.

Number Identification
Colorful Shapes

A

ABC Pathways Hallway Map
Hand/Foot Prints

Brains

Number
Operations

Fitness
Components

Z Alphabet Recognition

Remember: Make sure to place them with enough space in between to allow for movement!

Model #454

ABL Creative Hallway Path
ABL Creative Hallway Map
12 Foundations Pencils

Alphabet Crayons

Paint Splatter Numbers

Arrows

Brushes & Palette

Start and Finish
Walking Path

Remember: Make sure to place them with enough space in between to allow for movement!

Model #453

Nature Hallway Path
Punctuation Owls
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ABL Nature Hallway Map
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Skipping Rocks
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Arrows

Lily Pad Pond

Remember: Make sure to place them with enough space in between to allow for movement!
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Model #459

Tropics Hallway Path

Toucan Tom

Palm Trees

Alphabet Coconuts

Tropical Leaves

Flowers

ABL Tropics Hallway Map

12 Foundations
Wood Planks

Arrows

Flip Flops

Marcy Macaw

Pineapple Numbers

Snorkeling Sun

Climbing Rock
Numbers

Remember: Make sure to place them with enough space in between to allow for movement!

Model #458

Mindfulness Hallway Path
Mindfulness Hallway Map
Mindfulness Poses

Stepping Stones

Number Bubbles

Mindful Lily Pads

Alphabet Clouds

Sun

Frogs

Bamboo Stick

Remember: Make sure to place them with enough space in between to allow for movement!

Model #455

ABL Fit Hallway Path
Number Dumbbells

Start and Finish

Water Drops

Math Facts

Movement Stations

Arrows

ABL Fit Hallway Map

Fitness Poses
ABL Figure 8

Hands and Feet

Colorful High Knees

Healthy
Human
Formula

Balance Beam

Remember: Make sure to place them with enough space in between to allow for movement!

Application Instructions
Clean
Wipe the surface thoroughly with standard cleaning solution to remove any dirt and residue. Next, remove grease residue by wiping the surface with
rubbing alcohol. Dry with a lint free paper towel immediately, before the alcohol evaporates.

Apply
Prior to sticking on the floor, cut and lay stickers throughout the hallway until desired arrangement is decided. Carefully lay one side of the
decal down on the surface first, and use a squeegee (for smaller decals, a credit card works well too) to apply pressure to the decal and
slowly work your way to the ends of the sticker. Apply firm pressure, and rub sticker from the center towards the edges, to ensure tight
bonding. Once the path is installed, allow time to settle (approximately 12 hours). The adhesive is pressure sensitive, so walking on graphics
(light use) may be beneficial during the settling period, prior to applying wax in the next step.

Wax
To ensure longevity, we recommend waxing soon after the settling period is complete. Apply a non-yellowing commercial wax on top
of the path. Apply 5-10 layers of wax liberally (thick, heavy coats encouraged). For best results, follow the manufacturer's
recommendations for applying the waxing finish.

Cure
Keep the sticker and surrounding area clean and dry for 4 hours. Wait 24 hours before use.

Maintain
Typically, custodial staff likes to strip the floors once a year. If this is the case, perform a “lite”strip. Dilute the stripper, and leave on for less time than usual,
removing only 1-2 layers of wax from the surface. Avoid using a mechanical scrubber, polisher, or mopper over the path. Test one sticker first, before
stripping entire hallway.
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